
Hello Elmer and Wilbur Class!

We hope that you enjoyed the activities that we set for you 
yesterday.  

What did you use to make your super hero den?  Did you make one 
that you could hide in or did you make one using some of your 
construction toys?  Mrs Hill asked Beau to make a den and he used 
chairs and blankets.

We hope that you enjoy the activities for today!



15 minutes 

https://home.oxfordowl.co.uk/reading

We hope that you have registered with Oxford Owls.  

For your reading today visit www.oxfordowl.co.uk and select a book to read at your level.  

Before you begin to read, look at what you can see on the front cover.  What could the 
story be about?  Can you find the title of the book?  Have a look at each page and talk 
about what you can see.  What do you think is going to happen on each page?  Who are the 
characters?  Where is the story set?  What do you think is going to happen next?  

Parents ask the children to point to a certain tricky word on the page or ask them to find 
another word that they would be able to sound out in amongst the text.

Happy reading! xx

http://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/


20 minutes 

Today we are continuing to think about rhyming words.

Can you follow the link below and watch the clip about rhyming words?

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z9vbkqt/articles/z62wgwx

Rhyme Time ‘Look in a Book’

Once you have watched the clip, ask a grown up to read the book 
‘Rhyme Time which is under the video clip.

Have a look at the pictures and listen for the different rhyming words 
that you will hear in the book.

Cat Mat

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z9vbkqt/articles/z62wgwx


20 minutes 

Look at the pictures and see if you can spot the ones that rhyme.
Can you write the rhyming pairs in your ‘Distance Learning’ books?
You could even draw a picture of your rhyming pair under the words.
Remember say each word to yourself and count how many sounds you can hear.

Let’s play Rhyming Pairs! 



20 minutes 

Challenge Yourself!

Create a rhyming pairs game by drawing 4 pairs of rhyming words 
onto individual squares of paper and then play the game with 
someone.

For more rhyming activities and ideas look at 
www.twinkl.co.uk/offer
You can register for free using the code CVDTWINKLHELPS 
and access their resources.

http://www.twinkl.co.uk/offer


20 minutes 

Start with counting to 30 forwards and backwards. 

Challenge…. See if you can count to 50 forwards and 
backwards. 

You could use your 
100 square to help 
you! 



20 minutes 

If you need to, you could 
use your number line to 
help you write your 
numbers correctly.

Can you remember 
how to write the 
numbers around 
the clock face?

Which number 
might you start 
with? 

Adults you might need to 
support them with the way 
the hands move around the 
clock. 

Can you explain how the 
minute and hour hand ticks 
around the clock.



20 minutes 
Can you match the correct times to 
the clock face.

10 O’ Clock 12 O’ Clock 
7 O’ Clock 3 O’ Clock 



20 minutes 

Challenge …… Can you draw the hands on 

the clock faces. 

4 O Clock 11 O Clock 2 O Clock 5 O Clock

You may need an adult 
to draw  blank clocks  for you. 



20 minutes 
Can you name all the phase 2 and 3 
sounds? 
Can you do all the actions?

Adults to play a ‘at random’ game with you child. 
Can they Say the sound and action? Is it a single 
sound, diagraph or trigraph ? … ask them how 
they know! 



20 minutes 

Today’s sound is ……

l. I- Today we are segmenting  
for reading the ‘ai’ sound.  



20 minutes 

Today’s sound is ……

rain

pain

train

waittail

aim 

main bait

Paint

Adult to read out each word and get child to write 
the word independently, try not to show your child



20 minutes 

Today’s sound is ……

Adult to read out sentence and child to try and 
write it independently and then check afterwards. 

The king is in pain.



20 minutes 

Today’s sound is ……

.
Recap; 

Today’s 
focus tricky 
word is-

We 
Children to think of a sentence with ‘we’ in an 
try to write it independently. 



Can you practise your fine motor skills this afternoon?  Using things you might have 
at home…
Can you spend time threading beads, buttons, cut up pieces of straws (not pasta as 
we know it’s like gold dust at the moment) onto a piece of string or wool?

Can you practise your cutting skills by drawing around a cup or a bowl and then cut 
along the line?

Can you practise your pencil control by drawing writing patterns on a page such as 
small circles, small vertical lines, small spirals or small zig zags?



Buster certainly is….. 
This is him after running 
around the garden! 


